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Public contract for provision of services
on editing scientific texts
1. This Public contract (hereinafter “Contract”) determines the procedure of provision of
services to authors on editing their scientific and/or other texts intended for publication
in the journals of the UE “Professional publications” (hereinafter “editorial office”).
The mentioned editing is carried out in strict accordance with applicable rules and
regulations.
2. The current version of the Contract can be found on http://recipe.by/ru/authors
3. The Contract is proposed on a public offer, according to the article 407 of the Civil Code
of the Republic of Belarus. In particular, placement of the text of public contract on the
official site www.recipe.by is the offer addressed to an indefinite number of persons with
the aim to conclude an agreement on the conditions specified in it.
4. Conclusion of a public contract is carried out by joining the author (customer) to the
Contract that is by acceptance of the terms of the Contract by the author (customer)
generally, without any conditions and exceptions (article 398 of the Civil Code of the
Republic of Belarus).
5. The fact of acceptance of the conditions of this Contract by the author (customer) is the
receipt of an article or letter of application on the email of the editorial office with the
aim of editing, reviewing, and further publication in the journal of the corresponding
editorial office (p.3, article 408 of the Civil Code of the Republic of Belarus).
6. On the base of the received application letter from the author (customer), editorial
office accepts on a commercial basis scientific and/or other texts for editing, intended
for publication in the journal of the corresponding editorial office.
7. Each author (customer), who addressed the editorial office for editing their scientific
and/or other texts, should do the following:
7.1 to pass the manuscript to the editors by sending it to the official email account of the
editorial office indicated on the site of the editorial office;
7.2 to transfer to the editorial current account on the base of confirmation of a positive
review, which can be sent from the official editorial email, and invoice for payment
for prepress preparation of the article issued by the editorial office, during up to 3
calendar days following the moment of confirmation of receiving a positive review.

8. At the request of the editorial office, the author (customer) is obliged to provide
information and take other necessary and sufficient actions, from the point of view of
the editorial office, to fulfill the order in the best way.
9. The editorial office is obliged to fulfill the accepted order during up to 7 months after
acceptance (confirmation of the completed order by the author on conditions of p.7 of
the Contract). In exceptional cases, the deadline for each order may be agreed with the
author (customer) individually.
10. The order is deemed completed at the moment of approval by the editor-in-chief of
the original layout of the journal, in which the scientific and/or other text of the author
(customer) will be published.
11. This offer is not irrevocable. The editorial office has the right to refuse to place an order
to those expressing disagreement with the conditions of this Contract.
12. In case of non-performance or improper performance of obligations on the Contract, the
Parties are responsible, according to the current legislation of the Republic of Belarus.
13. The disputes and disagreements that can appear in connection with execution of this
Contract will be resolved through negotiations between its Parties.
14. In execution of this Contract, its Parties are governed by law of the Republic of Belarus in
everything else that does not contradict its conditions.

